
EVENT TITLE: ATTENTION! Writing with ADHD

EVENT DESCRIPTION: Based on demographic estimates, more than 600 AWP attendees
likely have ADHD. While we may struggle to write around brain-based differences affecting
attention, memory, mood, sensory processing, and more, neurodivergence also brings singular
gifts—like associative thinking and hyperfocus—that enable deep creative immersion into real
and imagined worlds. Here, genre-diverse writers with ADHD share strategies around process
and the writing life, along with the unexpected ways it shapes their work.

EVENT CATEGORY: Artistic and Professional Development

WELCOME to ATTENTION! Writing with ADHD. A few reminders before we begin:
● For those needing or wishing to follow along to a written text, please let the moderator of

the panel, Lisa Van Orman Hadley, know, and a printed copy will be delivered to you.
● Please make sure that spaces marked for wheelchairs remain clear of chairs or other

barriers.
● Treat service animals as working animals and do not attempt to distract or pet them.
● Be aware of those with chemical sensitivities and refrain from wearing scented products.
● Please be aware that your fellow attendees may have invisible disabilities. Do not

question anyone’s use of an accommodation while at the conference, including for chairs
reserved for those with disabilities.

● Since this is a panel about writing with ADHD, our aim is to make these 75 minutes as
ADHD friendly as possible. If you need to draw, knit, use fidgets, etc., in order to better
focus, please know that you can do so here without judgment! As panelists with ADHD,
we know firsthand how difficult it can be to sit still and listen to people talk for 75
minutes, so we have structured this panel in a way that we hope will appeal to ADHD
brains, breaking up the talking with games and activities.

INTRODUCE PARTICIPANTS/READ BRIEF BIOS:

Patricia Caspers is the founding editor-in-chief of West Trestle Review and the host of the
literary series, Silver Tongue Saturdays. She’s the author of two full-length poetry collections:
Some Flawed Magic (Kelsay Books, 2021) and In the Belly of the Albatross (Glass Lyre Press,
2015). Her work has appeared in journals such as Ploughshares, Nimrod, and Malahat Review.
https://www.patriciacaspers.com/

Denise Delgado is a writer and cultural organizer. Her fiction and critical work have appeared in
The Southeast Review, Inch, Hinchas de Poesía, Jai-Alai Magazine, Fiction Writers Review, the
anthology Florida Flash, WBUR’s The ARTery and several contemporary art publications. She

https://www.patriciacaspers.com/


has been the executive director of a Boston neighborhood revitalization nonprofit since 2019.
www.denisedelgado.com

Lisa Van Orman Hadley is the author of Irreversible Things, an autobiographical novel in
stories, for which she was awarded the Howling Bird Press Fiction Prize, an AML Special Award
in Literature, and two Midwest Book Awards silver medals. Her work has appeared in NER, The
Collagist, Epoch, and elsewhere. www.lisavhadley.com

Daniel Jenkins is a poet and teacher living and working in Northern Virginia. His poems,
stories, essays, and reviews have appeared in Poetry Northwest, Cold Mountain Review, Up the
Staircase Quarterly, and elsewhere. He is a graduate of the MFA Program for Writers at Warren
Wilson College (poetry, ‘18).

Chloe Martinez is a poet and scholar of South Asian religions. She is the author of the
collection Ten Thousand Selves (The Word Works, 2021) and the chapbook Corner Shrine
(Backbone Press, 2020). Her poems and translations have appeared in POETRY, Ploughshares,
AGNI, Prairie Schooner, TriQuarterly, and elsewhere. She works at Claremont McKenna
College. www.chloeAVmartinez.com

PANELIST REMARKS:

Patricia Caspers: One of the quirks of my brain is that I often spend hours looking at job
postings, and one evening after perusing Indeed I turned to my husband and said, “I could be a
project manager.” He looked back at me and said very slowly, tentatively, “You’d have to be very
detail oriented.” In response, I wrote a poem called “How to Be Detail-Oriented,” which is about
(as much as any poem is “about” anything) the thoughts my brain would have to let go if I
wanted to be good at adulting. I will read this poem and discuss the ways I believe ADHD is
mostly a gift to my writing. I will also share a writing exercise that helps me refocus when I’m
stuck.

Denise Delgado: One of my greatest challenges and gifts where ADHD is concerned is
hyperfocus. Challenge: constantly hyperfocusing at the wrong time on things that aren’t useful or
writing-related and not being able to get out of it. Gift: A sort of macro-hyperfocus through
which I am driven to doggedly pursue ideas, stories, revisions, modes of work, family
commitments, or projects for months or even years. My novel in progress, Inheritance, evolved
out of revising a single short story for over 15 years. I was diagnosed with ADHD in my late
twenties, around the same time that I started writing seriously. I used to keep a mental list of
writers and artists whose work and lives I found inspiring because they had taken long periods of
time away from aspects of their artistic work to “hyperfocus” on parenting, activism, or other
important work: Grace Paley and Patti Smith were two. Because I began as a visual artist and
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made detours into grantwriting, teaching, museum and public library work, and waitressing, I
knew my writing path would also include periods completely immersed in work that was not
writing. And it has. I will read from my work. I’ll also share exercises and get attendees talking
about how to harness and work around hyperfocus, distractibility, and associative thinking in the
writing process and the writing life.

Lisa Hadley: During readings and Q&As, one question readers often ask me is how I came up
with the structure for my novel in stories, Irreversible Things. I used to find this question
baffling. The structure felt like something I just kind of stumbled upon or that happened in my
subconscious. After being diagnosed with ADHD a year and a half ago at age 42, I have a new
answer to that question. I wrote my book the way I did because I have ADHD. The structure I
came up with not only accommodated and created work-arounds for the challenges I faced as
someone writing with (then-undiagnosed) ADHD, but it also capitalized on the unique way my
brain works. I’ll talk about how writing stories in different forms (from Choose Your Own
Adventures to Mad Libs) helped keep me from getting bored, how breaking the novel up into
forty-three stories gave me forty-three hits of completion dopamine, and how my brain’s wacky
way of processing chronology allowed me to write stories that move through time in unorthodox
and surprising ways (such as reverse chronology). I was able to use these unconventional
methods to trick myself into writing an entire book. I’ll read examples from my work and lead a
game/writing exercise for attendees.

Daniel Jenkins: I suffer from ADD, but alongside bipolar II, or hypomania. I am also a
recovering alcoholic. I was drawn to writing in high school as a kind of relief. The page was the
only place I could focus the confusion and loneliness I felt, and make sense of myself, the world
around me, and a deep, indefinable metaphysical need. I never expected to study poetry, but I am
glad I did. For such a seemingly smaller form of writing, the poem became a paradox of
concision, depth, brevity, and expanse. I do much better with deadlines that are not my own. I
will submit eight or nine different versions of the same poem over a long period. Several things
have worked against me as a poet. I type 80 words per minute, taught myself in my twenties to
allow the uninhibited stream of ideas from mind to page. But now I have over 1,500 pages of
poetry I have no idea what to do with. Poems written for others, or after photographs (my own or
those of others), or written on my phone are those with the most potential. Limits help me. Forms
have helped reign me in. *I want to explore a phone exercise, as the phone’s keypad slows down
the flow of ideas. Because I am OCD and don’t like the chaotic lineation on such a small screen,
it forces me to end a line and think about my syntax, diction, and images with much more
focus.*

Chloe Martinez: Both the hyperfocus and the distractibility of my ADHD-type brain have
always been a real boon, not a struggle, in writing poetry. Working on a poem, more than any
other activity, lets me be dreamy and associative, disorganized in the best way, while also being



totally immersed in what I’m doing. The flow of writing doesn’t always result in a great poem
for me, but that hyperfocused state has become something I enter into pretty quickly when
writing, and that has been a gift. During my portion of the panel I will give the audience a brief
drawing exercise; talk about my writing process in relation to ADHD, and how it has changed
over time; read a poem; and, if time allows, talk about some of the stuff around writing that
relates to ADHD–organization challenges, ways of engaging with publishing (or not), and how
gaining a better understanding of the way my brain works has been helpful to me.

Q&A: 10–15 minutes


